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Executive summary 

Three closely related projects on pelagic elasmobranchs in the Western and Central Pacific Ocean (WCPO) 
have been conducted in recent years. The first was a thorough review of appropriate limit reference points 
(LRPs) which was completed in 2014 (Clarke and Hoyle, 2014). This study recommended a tiered 
framework, similar to that adopted for target species, for defining LRPs for elasmobranch bycatch. Since 
most elasmobranchs are data-poor stocks, the study strongly suggested that quantitative ecological risk 
assessments (ERA), also called risk-based approaches, be used for defining LRPs. As ERAs require many life-
history parameters (LHPs), the study also identified the collation of information on LHPs as a priority issue, 
which led to a second project that compiled a comprehensive LHP dataset and produced a report (Clarke et 
al., 2015). Using this dataset and some additional data from literature, a third project derived risk-based 
reference points for 15 elasmobranch stocks (Zhou et al. 2019). SC15 recommended that the key 
conclusions from Zhou et al. (2019) be summarized together with any other relevant information.   

In this current report, we summarize major sections from Zhou et al. (2019). Core elements include: 
estimating F-based reference points; potential methods for estimating fishing mortality; other potential 
management procedures for WCPFC elasmobranchs; and a review of shark stock-recruitment relationships. 
Among these four major sections, “estimating F-based reference points” is the most relevant to the current 
project and is the focus in the current study. 

We devoted additional effort to explain the rationale of identifying appropriate LRPs. Unlike target 
reference points for commercial species, LRPs concern the risk to the stock’s sustainability and are set 
primarily on biological grounds to protect the stock from serious, slowly reversible or irreversible fishing 
impacts. Therefore, the derivation of LRPs should be based on the same principles for both target and 
bycatch species. Since the WCPFC has adopted a benchmark 20%SB0 or 20%SBdynamic10, unfished as the 
spawning biomass limit reference point (SBlim) for some tuna target species, similar metrics can be naturally 
transferred to elasmobranchs. The risk-based approach assumes that the population dynamics follows a 
Graham-Schaefer production model based on vulnerable biomass where Blim = 0.5Bmsy = 0.25B0. 
Corresponding to vulnerable biomass, F-based reference points are Flim = 1.5Fmsy = 0.75rmax, where rmax (or r) 
is the intrinsic population growth rate. We recommend adopting vulnerable biomass (Blim) and the 
corresponding Flim as limit reference points for WCPO elasmobranchs because reference points based on 
vulnerable biomass rather than spawning biomass eases the assessment of data-limited stock, and 0.25B0 is 
close to 0.20SB0 for stocks that become vulnerable to fishing gear before maturation. Theoretically, if one 
of the examined WCPO elasmobranch stocks is depleted to Blim, it can be rebuilt from 0.25B0 to Bmsy in 
between 5 to 25 years without fishing. 

Four methods were used by Zhou et al. (2019) for estimating Fmsy and Flim: (1) empirical relationship 
between Fmsy and LHPs based on a meta-analysis of data-rich stocks worldwide; (2) demographic model 
based on Euler-Lotka equation to derive r; (3) r directly obtained from literature; and (4) spawning potential 
ratio (SPR) approach. We support the recommendation of using the combined estimate cFlim from Methods 
1 to 3 to reduce potential bias caused by a single method where Flim from individual method is computed 
from Fmsy as Flim = 1.5Fmsy. Method 4, based on SPR, was not recommended because the level of spawning 
biomass per recruit varies from stock to stock depending on their productivity, so a constant percentage 
such as F60%SPR is not appropriate for all stocks.  

The average cFlim for the 15 WCPO stocks was 0.10. These stocks can be roughly grouped into three 
categories. The two Blue shark stocks can be considered having a high productivity and can sustain an 
average cFlim = 0.20. The medium productive group includes Winghead shark (EUB), Ocean whitetip shark 
(OCS), Great hammerhead shark (SPK), Whale shark (RHN), and Common thresher shark (ALV). They have a 
mean cFlim = 0.12. Most stocks belong to a lower productive group, including Silky shark (FAL), Scalloped 
hammerhead shark (SPL), Smooth hammerhead shark (SPZ), Porbeagle shark (POR), Shortfin mako shark 
(SMA), and Pelagic thresher shark (PTH). This low productive group has a mean cFlim = 0.06. In general, 
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fishing mortality should be controlled to lower than 0.25 for high productive stocks, lower than 0.15 for 
medium productive stocks, and lower than 0.10 for low productive stocks.  

There has been some additional information and new developments relevant to defining elasmobranch 

reference points. A recent study (Cortés and Brooks, 2018) reviewed the ratio between fishing mortality at 

MSY (Fmsy) and natural mortality (M) for chondrichthyans. The study concluded that, as a rule of thumb, Fmsy 

should not exceed 0.20M for low productivity stocks, 0.50M for stocks of intermediate productivity and 

0.80M for the most productive shark stocks when immature individuals are harvested. Because a stock’s 

maximum lifetime reproductive rate (required to quantify productivity) is very difficult to estimate, the 

authors suggested using Fmsy ≈ 0.4M, which is similar to our Method 1, Fmsy = 0.41M.  

A new study has developed statistical models to predict SPRmsy from life-history parameters (LHPs) for 

individual stocks (Zhou et al., 2020). We applied this approach to compute SPRmsy for elasmobranch stocks 

in the WCPO. The predicted SPRmsy ranged from 0.535 to 0.908 with a mean of 0.721, much higher than the 

commonly adopted SPR35% to SPR40%, or even SPR60% suggested for elasmobranchs in the WCPO. We further 

converted the estimated SPRmsy to Fmsy. There is a clear correlation between the converted Fmsy and that 

from the three risk-based methods and the results are generally comparable. However, estimates of Fmsy 

based on SPRmsy are more uncertain and require more assumptions than estimates from Methods (1) to (3). 

Several recommendations are provided in this report. The most significant one is to adopt Blim = 0.25B0 and 

corresponding Flim = 1.5Fmsy as interim LRPs for WCPO elasmobranchs. We do not support the use of a 

constant percentage of SPR such as F60%SPR as a reference point for all stocks. Finally, it is important to 

continue research to provide and improve estimates of life-history parameters and gear selectivity. The 

estimated reference points should be reviewed and updated when new methods or additional data 

become available. 
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1 Introduction 

Fishing in the Western and Central Pacific Ocean (WCPO) has direct impacts on 14 major pelagic 
elasmobranch species. Two distinct stocks have been identified for two of these species: Blue shark and 
Shortfin mako shark, both with separate North Pacific and South Pacific stocks. Most of the 16 stocks have 
very limited data, hindering the use of traditional quantitative stock assessments and the development of 
management advice based on these assessments. Traditional stock assessments have been attempted for 
only five of the 16 stocks and one of the assessments (South Pacific Blue shark) was inconclusive (Table 1). 
Developing limit reference points (LRPs) using alternative approaches has been a priority research area for 
the Commission. 

In 2014, Clarke and Hoyle (2014) conducted a thorough review of appropriate LRPs for WCPFC 
elasmobranchs taking into consideration the WCPFC’s LRP framework for target species. They defined three 
broad types of LRPs: (i) derived from population models; (ii) empirical LRPs directly observed in the field; 
and (iii) risk-based LRPs based on life-history parameters (LHPs) alone. They recommended a paired 
(pressure-state) and tiered (based on availability of information) framework similar to that adopted for 
target species: for those elasmobranchs evaluated using a stock assessment model, a fishing mortality-
based LRP of Fmsy was recommended. In cases where the stock-recruitment relationship is highly uncertain, 
SPR-based LRP such as F60%SPR was recommended. When stock assessments are not available, or when the 
results are not considered robust, risk-based fishing mortality (Fmsy, Flim and Fcrash) were recommended.  

According to the three types of LRPs, five elasmobranch stocks have been analyzed by type (i): North Pacific 
Blue shark, South Pacific Blue-shark, North Pacific Shortfin mako, Silky shark, and Ocean whitetip shark (all 
using Stock Synthesis (SS) software except South Pacific Blue shark which was assessed using Multifan-CL) 
(Table 1). Risk-based reference points (Type iii) have been applied to three stocks: Bigeye thresher shark 
(whole Pacific), Porbeagle shark (Southern hemisphere), and Whale shark (Pacific). Additionally, eight 
stocks have not been assessed by either quantitative stock assessment or ecological risk assessment (ERA, 
risk-based assessment hereafter) so their biomass or fishing mortality status is unknown. Together, 11 
stocks (3 + 8) may have to rely on risk-based reference points.  

Risk-based reference points are calculated from various life history parameters (LHPs) (Zhou et al., 2011). 
Information on LHPs was identified as a priority issue by Clarke and Hoyle (2014). Consequentially, a project 
funded by WCPFC reviewed over 270 studies worldwide on 16 WCPFC elasmobranch stocks. A 
comprehensive LHP dataset was compiled  by Clarke et al. (2015).  

Based on this compiled dataset and some new LHPs from literature after Clarke et al. (2015), risk-based 
reference points for all 16 elasmobranch stocks were derived by Zhou et al. (2019). In addition, Oceanic 
whitetip sharks in the WCPO were recently assessed using Stock Synthesis (Tremblay-Boyer et al., 2019). 
However, due to time constraints, SC15 deferred consideration of these studies on appropriate reference 
points for elasmobranchs for the WCPFC until SC16. In order to facilitate this process, SC15 recommended 
that the key conclusions from Zhou et al. (2019) be summarized and presented to SC16 together with any 
other relevant information.   

The objective of this report is to summarize existing results and additional new developments in defining 
reference points for elasmobranchs. The current report is based on existing studies and discusses issues 
relevant to identifying appropriate LRPs for elasmobranchs. The outcome of this report will facilitate a 
recommendation by SC16 to WCPFC17 on appropriate LRPs for elasmobranchs in the WCPO. 
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2 Summary of key conclusions from Zhou et al. 
(2019) 

2.1 Overall digest 

Zhou et al. (2019) described several components related to reference point development. Core sections 
include: estimating F-based reference points; potential methods for estimating fishing mortality; other 
potential management procedures for WCPFC elasmobranchs; and a review of shark stock-recruitment 
relationships. We briefly describe each component in Zhou et al. (2019) as follows. 

(1) A total of four methods were applied to the LHPs compiled in the expert panel report (Clarke et al., 
2015) to estimate fishing mortality-based reference points (FRPs). Because natural mortality M is a key 
variable in deriving risk-based reference points, M was estimated using six M estimators as well as 
adopting M values from the literature. Four methods were used to derive FRPs: (i) an empirical 
relationship between FRPs and LHPs; (ii) demographic analysis; (iii) the intrinsic population growth rate r 
from literature; and (iv) the spawning potential ratio (SPR) approach. Three reference points, Fmsy, Flim, 
and Fcrash were provided. 

(2) Potential methods for estimating fishing mortality for data-poor species were reviewed, including 
formal stock assessment, area-based ERA methods, age-based methods, and length-based methods. 
The report focused on the area-based methods, as varying versions, tailored for varying data 
availability, have been developed and have been applied to three elasmobranchs (i.e., Bigeye thresher 
shark in the Pacific, Porbeagle shark in the Southern hemisphere, and Whale shark in the Pacific). This 
group of methods can be flexibly modified to suit the available data. This method was recommended 
for other data-poor WCPFC elasmobranch stocks. 

(3) Other potential management procedures for WCPFC elasmobranchs were briefly reviewed. The report 
discussed three procedures that were potentially promising for WCPFC bycatch: catch-rate approaches, 
length-based traffic-light approaches, and catch-only methods. The report suggested that before 
adopting a particular approach, it was essential to check the data inventory against the key 
assumptions required by the method. 

(4) The life history-based approach to estimating a stock recruitment relationship (SRR) for sharks was 
reviewed, focusing in particular on the approach to derive the steepness parameter for both Beverton-
Holt and Ricker’s models. The report identified several weaknesses of the approach and recommended 
further research before applying it to sharks. 

Among the four major sections above, the first one “estimating F-based reference points” is the most 

relevant to the current project and we focus on this component. 

2.2 Identifying appropriate limit reference points 

Limit reference points provide operational definitions of what constitutes unacceptable outcomes, such as 

unacceptably high fishing mortality, unacceptably depleted fish stocks or unacceptably low profit levels 

(Sainsbury, 2008). For non-target species such as elasmobranchs, LRPs concern the risk to the stock’s 

sustainability and are set primarily on biological grounds to protect the stock from serious, slowly reversible 

or irreversible fishing impacts, which include recruitment overfishing and genetic modification. Such a 

“biological risk” increases as the stock becomes more depleted. Hence, what level of biological risk is 

considered as “unacceptable” is not only a scientific question but also a social choice. When that limit level 

is agreed on by stakeholders, this benchmark is typically applied to a wide range of species and stocks in 

the same jurisdiction (for example 20% of unfished stock biomass, 0.2B0, is the limit biomass reference 
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point Blim for commercial species managed by Australia’s Commonwealth Government (DAWR, 2018a)). 

When determining the LRPs, stakeholders also take into account scientific evidence such as stock 

productivity, possible depensation mechanisms, and ecological interactions among species. If BMSY can be 

reliably estimated and is above B40%, then 0.5BMSY can be an appropriate LRP (Dowling et al., 2008; 

Sainsbury, 2008). For less productive stocks (such as some elasmobranchs), more conservative biomass 

LRPs may be adopted—B30% and associated fishing mortality F30% being advocated as best practice in some 

cases (Sainsbury, 2008), noting that these reference points based on per-recruit analysis can vary 

considerably from stock to stock (see Zhou et al. 2020a). 

The WCPFC has adopted a benchmark 0.2SB0 or 20%SBdynamic10, unfished as the biomass limit reference point 

for some target species (the latter is 20% of the average theoretical level of spawning biomass that would 

be present during recent 10 years with no fishing) (Clarke and Hoyle, 2014). Zhou et al. (2019) discussed 

and supported adaptation of a similar LRP for non-target species in WCPO on the grounds that the 

distinction between target and by-catch species is a result of human values and utilisation, rather than one 

of biology or ecology. LRPs are set to prevent slowly reversible or irreversible biological impacts so there is 

no biological basis for target and not-target species having different LRPs (Sainsbury 2008). As such, for 

non-target species, the Convention on the Conservation and Management of Highly Migratory Fish Stocks 

in the Western and Central Pacific Ocean (CCMWCPO) adopts “a view to maintaining or restoring 

populations of such species above levels at which their reproduction may become seriously threatened” 

(Article 10). This view matches the LRP for target species. Hence, setting aside ecological interaction among 

species, the biological objective is consistent between target and non-target species.  

The LRP SBdynamic10,unfished is the average theoretical level of spawning biomass that would be present during 

recent 10 years with no fishing. This term of dynamic unfished spawning biomass is used instead of SB0 (or 

SBunfished) in some WCPFC documents (Clarke and Hoyle, 2014) because it was argued that the underlying 

assumption of stationarity is less tenable under the emerging understanding of natural ecosystem dynamics 

and the system-level effects of climate change and other anthropogenic effects (Sainsbury, 2008). SB0 (or 

SBdynamic10,unfished) cannot be estimated without a time series of data and a quantitative stock assessment. A 

proxy for SB0 is needed for non-target elasmobranchs that have no stock assessments. The method in Zhou 

et al. (2019) for deriving risk-based reference points assumed that the population dynamics could be 

described by a Graham-Schaefer production model where vulnerable biomass Bmsy = 0.5B0 and Blim = 0.5Bmsy 

= 0.25B0. Blim is closer to 0.2SBunfished than Bmsy. Moreover, 0.25B0 can be considered as a proxy for 

0.2SBunfished because the modelled biomass in the Graham-Schaefer production model is the vulnerable 

biomass instead of spawning biomass. The 15 WCPO elasmobranch stocks have a mean maturation age 

about 10 years and an intrinsic population growth rate about 0.13 (which can be calculated from Fmsy in 

Table 2). Theoretically, on average, a stock can be rebuilt from 0.25B0 to Bmsy in 9 years when fishing stops. 

Rebuilding time ranges from 4 years for the North Pacific Blue shark (mean maturation age 4.6 yr) to 25 

years for Bigeye thresher shark (mean maturation age 11.2 yr). The time frame is within the commonly 

accepted rebuilding range. For example, in Australia rebuilding time is generally defined as the lesser of the 

mean generation time (defined as the average age of a reproductively mature animal in an unexploited 

population) plus 10 years, or three times the mean generation time (Sainsbury, 2008; DAWR, 2018b).  

Biomass and biomass-based (or B-based) reference points are typically estimated through stock assessment 
modelling using a range of data. This is unachievable currently for most elasmobranch stocks in the WCPO. 
Hence, fishing mortality-based (or F-based) RPs have been the motivation in risk-based assessments 
because alternative approaches can be used in addition to stock assessment models. 

Corresponding to biomass RPs, F-based RPs are calculated as: Fmsy = 0.5Fcrash, Flim = 1.5Fmsy = 0.75Fcrash, and 

Fcrash = rmax (Zhou et al., 2011). Here Fcrash is the fishing mortality rate that could drive population to 

extinction if applied for a long term and rmax (or r) is the intrinsic population growth rate, a major parameter 

in the Graham-Schaefer production model. The acronym “Fmsm” was used by Zhou et al. (2019) and Clarke 
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and Hoyle (2014) where “msm” stands for “maximum sustainable mortality” for non-retained bycatch, but 

it is equivalent to MSY for target species. Hence Fmsm is identical to Fmsy.  

Among the three RPs presented by Zhou et al. (2019) (Fmsy, Flim and Fcrash), Flim corresponds to Blim and most 

likely meets the requirements of Article 10 of the CCMWCPO. This quantity was recommended by Zhou et 

al. (2019) as the appropriate limit reference point for WCPO elasmobranchs. With these contemplations, 

Zhou et al. (2019) and the current study focus on deriving F-based LRP Flim.  

2.3 Methods for estimating limit reference points Flim 

Four methods were used to derive reference points in Zhou et al. (2019). All of them rely on life-history 
parameters. Because Flim is generally computed from Fmsy as Flim = 1.5Fmsy, both quantities are given in this 
report. 

 

Method 1: empirical relationship 

This is based on the empirical relationship between Fmsy and life history parameters (Zhou et al., 2012). The 
relationship varies among taxonomic groups:  

(1) Flim1 = 1.5Fmsy1 = 1.31M (SD = 0.75) for teleosts   

(2) Flim1 = 1.5Fmsy1 = 0.62M (SD = 0.14) for chondrichthyans    (Eqn 1) 

Fmsy1 (and Flim1, where 1 denotes Method 1) may involve two or three levels of uncertainty. If M is directly 
measured from the field (such as tagging) or estimated from population models, Fmsy1 has two levels of 
uncertainty: measurement error in M and process error between Fmsy1 and M. If M is derived from other 
LHPs, there will be three levels of uncertainty: measurement error in each life-history parameter (i.e., tmax, 
K, Linf, t0, etc.), process error of the M~LHP(s) relationship, and process error between Fmsy1 and the 
estimated M. LHPs come from Clarke et al. (2015) and additional literature published after 2015. The 
measurement error, process error, and variation between studies were assimilated into the calculation 
through Monte Carlo simulations. The same procedure was applied in other methods below. 

Note that the empirical relationships were estimated from a meta-analysis of data-rich stocks worldwide 
where Fmsy was estimated from population dynamics models. Therefore, this method implicitly builds in 
stock-recruitment relationships.  

 

Method 2: demographic model 

This method uses the Euler-Lotka equation to derive the intrinsic population growth rate r  

(Skalski et al., 2008; Cortes, 2016; Pardo et al., 2018): 

𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑡 − 𝑒−𝑀(𝑒𝑟)𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑡−1 − 𝑓𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑡 = 0        (Eqn 2) 

Flim2 = 1.5Fmsy2 = 0.75r         (Eqn 3) 

where tmat is age at first breeding, f is constant annual fecundity, lmat the cumulative survival from age 0 to 
age at maturity. Assuming constant natural mortality leads to 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑡 = 𝑒−𝑀𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑡. Annual fecundity f is 
calculated from the reproduction cycle Rc and litter size ls such that f = ls/Rc/2 to account for female pups 
only. Equation (2) is equivalent to a model for estimating the limits of fishery exploitation (Myers and 
Mertz, 1998) when it assumes vulnerable age to fishing gear is 1. Age at recruitment is available for 5 out of 
the 16 WCPFC stocks reported in Clarke et al. (2015): BSH-N, SMA-N, SMA-S, LMA, and POR (see acronym in 
Table 1). All are suggested to be vulnerable to fishing at ages between 0 and 1.  
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Method 3: r from literature 

Flim3 = 1.5Fmsy3 = 0.75r as in Eqn 3. 

  

Method 4: spawning potential ratio (SPR) approach 

SPR is estimated for only a single cohort so does not consider a stock-recruitment relationship. Deriving SPR 
requires growth parameters (i.e., K, Linf, and t0), length at maturity Lmat or maturity ogive mo, maximum age 
tmax, length-weight relationship (power function parameters a and b), and fishing gear selectivity curve. 
Amongst the 16 stocks in the WCPFC region, only four stocks have maturity ogive information (i.e., BSH-N, 
SMA-N, FAL, and SPL). Furthermore, only one study on gear selectivity for Blue Shark was available 
(Carvalho and Sippel, 2016) and selectivity and its functional form was assumed for Silky shark and oceanic 
Whitetip shark. Therefore, this method was applied to these three stocks only.  

SPR requires a link between Fx% and Fmsy and there has been extensive research on the particular 
percentage (x%) as a proxy for Fmsy. Zhou et al. (2019) provided three reference points: F60%, F40%, and F10%. 
The authors were unable to investigate what fraction of Fmsy the SPR-based F60%, F40% and F10% may 
correspond to as this requires a stock-recruitment relationship and may differ from species to species. 
However, recent development in this area enables SPRmsy to be estimated based on LHPs (see below).  

2.4 Joint reference points 

None of the four methods can be deemed as accurate and the bias and uncertainty may vary from stock to 

stock due to the quality of available LHPs. Therefore, it is prudent to combine the results from multiple 

methods to give a more balanced estimation (Brodziak et al., 2009; Kenchington, 2014; Moe, 2015). 

Depending on the available information, two to four methods were applied to each stock and each method 

was given the same weight. The combined reference points are cFmsy and cFlim. Table 2 lists the summary of 

cFmsy and cFlim from Zhou et al. (2019). We excluded cFcrash because theoretically fishing mortality at or 

above this value will drive population to extinction.  

2.5 Estimated reference points for individual elasmobranch stock 

(1) BSH-N: Blue shark (Prionace glauca), North Pacific stock 

This stock is relatively “data-rich” amongst the 16 shark stocks because there was sufficient information to 
apply all four methods. The summary statistics were similar between methods. The mean cFmsy was 0.14 (sd 
0.07) and the mean cFlim, was 0.23 (sd = 0.11) (Error! Reference source not found.). These values were 
much lower than the results of the full stock assessment using Stock Synthesis that yielded a mean Fmsy = 
0.35 (ranging between 0.26-0.66) (Shark Working Group, 2017). According to the tier approach, SS 
estimates should be adopted for BSH-N. It is worth noting that a previous assessment of the same stock 
had a much lower estimate of Fmsy = 0.22 (Rice et al., 2014). Furthermore, stock assessment for the same 
species estimated Fmsy = 0.15 for the North Atlantic Blue shark and Fmsy between 0.15 and 0.2 for the South 
Atlantic Blue shark (ICCAT, 2010). 

(2) BSH-S: Blue shark (Prionace glauca), South Pacific stock 

This stock had fewer life-history data available than the same species in the North Pacific. There was a lack 

of information on the maturity ogive, gear selectivity, the reproductive cycle, and intrinsic rate of increase 

(r or λ). It was assumed that the reproductive frequency was the same as for the North stocks, and the 

alternative value of r was borrowed from Atlantic Ocean (Cortés, 2002; Clarke et al., 2015). With the 
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borrowed information, the analysis resulted in mean cFmsy = 0.13 (sd = 0.05) and a mean cFLim = 0.19 (sd = 

0.17), both slightly lower than BSH-N stock (Error! Reference source not found.).  

(3) SMA-N: Shortfin mako shark (Isurus oxyrinchus), North Pacific stock 

The estimated reference points differed considerably between methods, perhaps due to large variations in 

life history parameters from different studies. Reproductive cycle was one of the most uncertain 

parameters used in Method 2. Two studies found Rc = 3 yrs (Clarke et al., 2015), but a more recent study 

indicated a time shorter than 3 yr but exact duration unknown (Semba et al., 2011). Testing alternative Rc 

(2 and 1 yr) while all other parameters were unchanged brought the results from different methods closer 

each other. Using the database compiled in (Clarke et al., 2015) yielded mean cFmsy = 0.04 (sd = 0.03) and a 

mean cFLim = 0.06 (sd = 0.04), much lower than for Blue sharks.  

(4) SMA-S: Shortfin mako shark (Isurus oxyrinchus), South Pacific stock 

Life-history parameters were very limited for the South Pacific stock compared to the North Pacific stock. 

There were no growth parameters (K, Linf, and t0), fecundity, reproductive cycle, and intrinsic population 

growth rate available. Maximum age tmax had also not been determined for SMA-S but was considered to 

be greater than 29 yrs for males and greater than 28 yrs for females (Clarke et al., 2015). Using tmax = 29 for 

both sexes and assuming other missing LHPs were the same as SMA-N resulted in a difference between 

methods (likely overestimating Fmsy1 but underestimation of Fmsy2).  The mean cFmsy was 0.03 (sd = 0.04) and 

a mean cFLim = 0.05 (sd = 0.05), more uncertain than SMA-N. 

(5) LMA: Longfin mako shark (Isurus paucus) 

Longfin mako shark had very few life-history parameters available, i.e., no other information except length 

at birth, length at maturity, and litter size. There were also no alternative parameters available from other 

regions. The limited information was insufficient to apply any method.   

(6) FAL: Silky shark (Carcharhinus falciformis) 

An integrated  stock assessment was available for Silky shark (Clarke et al., 2018) and Fmsy was estimated to 

be 0.031 (S. Clarke, personal communication). A previous stock assessment yielded a much higher Fmsy of 

0.077 (Rice and Harley, 2012). 

Early studies reported much smaller tmax than the same species in other regions. Instead of using compiled 

LHPs from the Cairns workshop, Zhou et al. (2019) used the newly estimated life history parameters, 

including tmax (28 yr), tmat, Linf, K, t0, and Lmat from Grant et al. (2018). These new values and a knife-edge 

selectivity at 64 cm total length led to reasonably similar reference points from the four methods. The 

mean cFmsy from Methods 1, 2, and 3 was 0.06 (sd = 0.03) and a mean cFLim = 0.09 (sd = 0.05).  

(7) OCS: Oceanic whitetip shark (Carcharhinus longimanus) 

The most recent stock assessment produced Fmsy = 0.06 for Ocean whitetip shark (Tremblay-Boyer et al., 
2019). This is slightly smaller than the risk-based Fmsy. The greater longevity estimate from the two available 
studies (11 yrs and 36 yrs) was used tmax = 36. The mean cFmsy was 0.08 (sd = 0.05) and cFlim was 0.12 (sd = 
0.07). 
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(8) BTH: Bigeye thresher shark (Alopias superciliosus) 

The estimated intrinsic rate of increase λ by demographic analysis from the literature was 0.996 (ranging 

between 0.0978 and 1.014)(Cortés, 2002; Clarke et al., 2015). This suggests that the Bigeye thresher shark 

in the Pacific would suffer a negative population growth rate even with no fishing. 

Recently, a detailed risk-based assessment was conducted for the Bigeye thresher shark (Fu et al., 2018), 
which borrowed the longevity of 22 yrs for females in the Atlantic Ocean. Using the same value (tmax = 22 
yrs) for both males and females, and all other parameters from the Clarke et al. (2015) report), the 
estimated mean cFmsy was 0.02 (sd = 0.04) and cFlim was 0.04 (sd = 0.06). 

(9) PTH: Pelagic thresher shark (Alopias pelagicus) 

The estimated reference points varied between the three methods, possibly due to uncertain tmax and 

growth parameters. Based on the compiled LHPs, the estimated mean cFmsy was 0.04 (sd = 0.03) and cFlim 

was 0.06 (sd = 0.04). 

(10) ALV: Common thresher shark (Alopias vulpinus) 

Two empirical M estimators, one based on tmax and the other one based on k and Linf led to very different 

natural mortality estimates. Method 1, using the average M, resulted in moderately similar reference 

points between the three methods. The combined mean cFmsy was 0.07 (sd = 0.03) and cFlim was 0.10 (sd = 

0.05). 

(11) POR: Porbeagle shark (Lamna nasus)  

Only two methods were applied to Porbeagle shark, as there was no estimated intrinsic population growth 

rate in literature. The estimated M was more similar between the seven methods than many other species. 

Recently, Hoyle et al. (2017b) conducted a risk-based stock-assessment for the southern hemisphere 

porbeagle shark and used updated LHPs since the Clarke et al. (2015) report. Using the updated LHPs the 

estimated mean cFmsy was 0.04 (sd = 0.03) and cFlim was 0.06 (sd = 0.04). 

 (12) SPZ: Smooth hammerhead shark (Sphyrna zygaena) 

Only two methods were applied to the Smooth hammerhead shark, as there was no estimated intrinsic 

population growth rate in literature. Moreover, there was also no age at maturity tm, longevity tmax, 

reproductive cycle Rc, and natural mortality rate M for this stock in the Pacific. To apply Method 2, 

alternative parameters tm and tmax were borrowed from Atlantic Ocean and Rc was assumed to be 1 yr. 

These treatments led to a mean cFmsy of 0.05 (sd = 0.04) and cFlim of 0.07 (sd = 0.06).  

(13) SPL: Scalloped hammerhead shark (Sphyrna lewini) 

The tmax differed significantly between males (21 yrs) and females (35 yrs) and the larger value was used for 

both sexes. The estimated reference points from the three methods were relatively comparable with other 

species. The mean cFmsy was 0.05 (sd = 0.02) and cFlim was 0.07 (sd = 0.03).  
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(14) SPK: Great hammerhead shark (Sphyrna mokarran) 

There was no estimated intrinsic population growth rate available for the Great hammerhead, so only 

Methods 1 and 2 were used to derive reference points. The mean cFmsy was 0.07 (sd = 0.03) and cFlim was 

0.11 (sd = 0.05). 

(15) EUB: Winghead shark (Eusphyra blochii) 

There was no estimated natural mortality or intrinsic population growth rate in the literature so only 

Methods 1 and 2 were used. The estimated M based on tmax was again higher than the estimate based on 

growth parameters, indicating possibly underestimated tmax (21 yr from vertebral growth band pairs). The 

mean cFmsy was 0.09 (sd = 0.04) and cFlim was 0.14 (sd = 0.06). 

(16) RHN: Whale shark (Rhincodon typus) 

There was no estimated intrinsic population growth rate, natural mortality, or reproductive cycle in the 

literature. Longevity, maximum length, and age at maturity were observed values or estimated from small 

samples. The estimated M based on growth parameters was very small compared to M based on other 

estimators (mean 0.03 vs 0.08), but the average of 0.08 from all M estimators was smaller than for other 

species. The estimated intrinsic population growth rate from Method 2 (Euler-Lotka equation) was 0.22, 

which is similar to the recent demographic analysis (Neubauer et al., 2018). The mean cFmsy was 0.07 (sd = 

0.04) and cFlim was 0.11 (sd = 0.06).  

    

The average cFlim for the 15 stocks was 0.10 (Table 2). These stocks can be roughly grouped into three 

categories. The two Blue shark stocks can be considered having a high productivity. They can sustain an 

average cFlim = 0.20. The medium productive group includes Winghead shark (EUB), Ocean whitetip shark 

(OCS), Great hammerhead shark (SPK), Whale shark (RHN), and Common thresher shark (ALV). They have a 

mean cFlim = 0.12. Most stocks belong to a lower productive group, including Silky shark (FAL), Scalloped 

hammerhead shark (SPL), Smooth hammerhead shark (SPZ), Porbeagle shark (POR), Shortfin mako shark 

(SMA), and Pelagic thresher shark (PTH). This low productive group has a mean cFlim = 0.06. In general, 

fishing mortality should be controlled to lower than 0.25 for high productive stocks, lower than 0.15 for 

medium productive stocks, and lower than 0.10 for low productive stocks. Because of high uncertainties 

and potential biases in the LHPs, the methods used to estimate LRPs, and the estimated LRPs per se, lower 

limits than these approximations may be adopted for the management of the elasmobranchs.  
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3 Additional information and new development 

3.1 Stock status and reference points for sharks using data-limited 
methods and life history  

In a paper published in Fish and Fisheries, Cortés and Brooks (2018) reviewed the ratio between fishing 

mortality at MSY (Fmsy) and natural mortality (M) for chondrichthyans, from published studies and shark 

stock assessments. They compared conclusions on overfishing status from the stock assessments to those 

derived with Fmsy proxies and found very good agreement. They also conducted a simulation study across 

representative LHPs and different fishery selectivity patterns to explore the resulting range of Fmsy to M 

ratios. They concluded that, as a rule of thumb, Fmsy should not exceed 0.20M for low productivity stocks, 

0.50M for stocks of intermediate productivity and 0.80M for the most productive shark stocks when 

immature individuals are harvested, which is the norm in the vast majority of cases examined.  

To quantify productivity of a population, they used the maximum lifetime reproductive rate �̂� (number of 

spawners produced by each spawner over its entire lifetime) at low stock density (Myers et al., 1997, 1999; 

Brooks et al., 2010). They grouped results for the Fmsy/M scalar into three productivity categories: “low” 

corresponds to �̂� = [1.50–2.67]; “medium” corresponds to �̂� = [2.671–6.00]; “high” corresponds to �̂� = 

[6.01–13.00].  

It has been shown that �̂� can be calculated as the product of unexploited spawners per recruit (SPRF=0) and 

the slope at the origin of a stock-recruit curve (Myers et al., 1997; Brooks and Powers, 2007). However, not 

all stocks have the required data to allow establishing stock-recruit curve and calculation of �̂�. More 

importantly, if there are sufficient data to allow calculating �̂�, then the straightforward reference point 

SPRmsy (SPR at MSY) can be obtained by 𝑆𝑃𝑅𝑀𝑆𝑌 = √
1−ℎ

ℎ
=

1

√�̂�
 (Brooks et al., 2010; Mangel et al., 2013). 

Hence, they suggested that for many shark stocks, the Fmsy/M ratio should not exceed ≈ 0.4, which is similar 

to our Method 1, Fmsy1 = 0.41 M. Note that this reference point may be too conservative for high productive 

stocks but risky for low productive stocks such as Whale shark. 

3.2 Identifying spawner biomass per-recruit reference points from 
life-history parameters 

Zhou et al. (2019) found that it is difficult to define a specific x% for the SPR-based reference points. There 

has been extensive research on the particular x% as proxy for Fmsy. For example, in a review of biological 

reference points for precautionary approaches, Gabriel and Mace (1999) recommended that fishing 

mortality rates in the range F30% to F40% be used as general default proxies for Fmsy. For the elasmobranchs in 

the WCPO, Clarke and Hoyle (2014) suggested that in cases where the stock-recruitment relationship is 

highly uncertain, F60%SPR could be considered as SPR-based LRP. Clearly, an arbitrary chosen Fx% for all stocks 

regardless their productivity is problematic.   

Recently, Zhou et al. (2020) used records from stock assessments in the RAM Legacy Database (RAMLD) to 

confirm that SPRmsy is a declining function of stock productivity quantified by Fmsy, i.e., SPRmsy is not a 

constant value (such as 30%, 40%, or 60%) but varies from stock to stock like Fmsy. They then developed 

statistical models to predict SPRmsy from LHPs, including maximum lifespan, age- and length-at maturation, 

growth parameters, natural mortality, and taxonomic Class, as well as gear selectivity. 
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Using the estimated measurement error and parameter for each LHP in Zhou et al. (2020), we computed 

SPRmsy for elasmobranch stocks in the WCPO (Table 3). We cannot apply the method to Longfin mako shark 

(LMA) because this stock had little information on its LHPs. Selectivity is unknown for most stocks, which is 

also the case in the RAMLD used to develop the SPRmsy models. To be consistent with the SPRmsy model in 

Zhou et al. (2020), we also assumed that fish become vulnerable at first maturation, i.e., tv ≥ tmat., where tv  

is the vulnerable age. Note that if fishing mortality occurs before maturation, which is likely for many sharks 

(Cortés and Brooks, 2018), in both RAMLD and here in WCPO, our predicted SPRmsy would be less biased.  

The predicted SPRmsy ranges from 0.535 to 0.908 with a mean of 0.721 (Table 3). These values are higher 

than the commonly adopted SPR35% to SPR40%. For most stocks they are also greater than SPR60% suggested 

for elasmobranchs in the WCPO (Clarke and Hoyle, 2014). 

We further converted the estimated SPRmsy in Table 3 to Fmsy. The conversion requires all the LHPs used to 

calculate spawning biomass per-recruit (including growth function, age or length at maturation, maximum 

age, natural mortality, length-weight relationship, and selectivity), and an optimization function to 

minimize the difference between the estimated SPRmsy and a fishing mortality rate (i.e. Fmsy) to achieve a 

SPR level at SPRmsy.  

The distributions of Fmsy converted from SPRmsy are skewed toward small values (see the difference 

between the mean and median in Table 4) and the uncertainty is substantial (mean cv = 1.33). To compare 

with previous analyses, we used median Fmsy ( 

Figure 1). There is a clear correlation (r = 0.56) between the two sets of results, one from three risk-based 

methods and the current SPRmsy converted Fmsy. If the two data-poor stocks (EUB and RHN) are excluded 

from the comparison, the Pearson correlation coefficient increases to r = 0.73.  

Similar to SPRmsy, there is a SPR-based LRP – SPRlim – that corresponds to Blim and Flim. SPRlim can be 

computed from Flim together with LHPs and selectivity. However, unlike a constant relationship between Flim 

and Fmsy, the ratio between SPRlim and SPRmsy is not constant and is often greater than 0.5 (e.g., if SPRmsy = 

60%, typically SPRlim > 30%).  

We also included four stocks that have been assessed by Stock Synthesis: BSH-N, SMA-N, OCS, and FAL. For 

BSH-N the full stock assessment yields Fmsy = 0.35 (Shark Working Group, 2017), and Fmsy = 0.22 in an earlier 

assessment (Rice et al., 2014), which are greater than cFmsy = 0.14 and SPRmsy converted Fmsy = 0.13 (Table 2 

and Table 4). This stock has a mean M = 0.23 (sd=0.08). Even if it is considered as a highly productive stock, 

according to Cortés and Brooks (2018), Fmsy should not exceed 0.8*M = 0.184. The full stock assessment 

reported Fmsy = 1-SPRmsy = 0.26 for the Short-fin mako shark (ISC Shark Working Group, 2018). This equation 

appears to be ad hoc, but its SPRmsy = 1 - 0.26 = 0.74 is identical to our predicted mean SPRmsy (Table 3). 

Hence, the converted Fmsy should also be the same as our Fmsy (mean 0.061, Table 4) rather than 0.26. For 

the third stock, the full stock assessment resulted in Fmsy = 0.06 for the Ocean whitetip shark (Tremblay-

Boyer et al., 2019), which is smaller than cFmsy = 0.08 and SPRmsy converted Fmsy = 0.09 ( 

Figure 1). The most recent stock assessment on Silky shark estimated Fmsy = 0.031 (Clarke et al., 2018), 

which is only 40% of the value (Fmsy = 0.077) estimated in an earlier integrated stock assessment (Rice and 

Harley, 2012). However, the earlier value may have been over-estimated. 

3.3 Estimating intrinsic population growth r from life-history traits 

A lack of time series of fishery and population data has prevented stock assessments for many 

elasmobranch stocks. Using demographic analysis to estimate the intrinsic rate of population increase r and 

the deriving F-based reference points based on r has been the most widely accepted approach. An 

alternative approach is currently been investigated (Zhou et al., 2020b). This new approach uses r estimates 
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derived from the Schaefer surplus production model for fish and invertebrate stocks worldwide to develop 

empirical relationships between r and various LHPs based on Bayesian hierarchical error-in-variable models 

(BHEIVMs) that incorporate uncertainty in LHPs themselves. Among the various models tested, it is found 

that the maximum age (tmax) has the most significant effect on r estimates, followed by natural mortality 

rate (M). Other LHPs add minor improvement to the relationship when tmax and M are included in the 

model. The best models, selected based on the deviation information criteria (DIC) and Bayesian p-value, 

are r = 2.663/tmax and r = 0.661M for elasmobranchs. If these relationships are adopted for stocks in the 

WCPO, the estimated reference points Fmsy and Flim for many stocks in Zhou et al. (2019) and Table 2 would 

be slightly adjusted downward. However, since that study has not been formally peer-reviewed and 

published, it is not recommended to be adopted at this stage.  
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4 Discussion and recommendations 

The key objective in Zhou et al. (2019) was to recalculate the risk-based limit reference points using the 

updated life history information produced by the Shark Life History Expert Panel (Clarke et al., 2015). 

Identifying LRPs for non-target species from management objectives point of view was discussed. In this 

report we further elucidate the logic of determining appropriate LRPs from the WCPFC adopted benchmark 

for target species, to acceptable level of biological risk, the relationship between B-based and F-based RPs, 

and the choice of Flim as the recommended LRP for elasmobranchs. 

Data availability varies among the 16 major WCPO elasmobranchs. Accordingly, full stock assessments have 

been conducted only for 5 stocks, and risk-based assessments have been applied to three stocks. We 

support the earlier recommendation of a tiered framework. For those elasmobranchs evaluated using a full 

stock assessment model, reference points and stock status estimated in the same stock assessment should 

be adopted. In addition, estimating reference points and fishing mortality simultaneously in a population 

dynamics model avoids the potential inconsistency of demographic composition used to estimate Fcur and 

FBPR when they are derived separately. However, adopting stock assessments as a Tier one approach does 

not mean the results are accurate.  Although quantitative stock assessments using a range of information 

are regarded as the highest standard, the estimated parameters can contain large uncertainties. For 

example, the Stock Synthesis assessments are heavily driven by CPUE data, which is often an unreliable 

index of abundance and potentially misleading, particularly for elasmobranchs. The large difference of the 

estimated Fmsy between two stock assessments for both North Pacific Blue shark and Silky shark raises the 

concern of the reliability of integrated assessments. 

Multiple methods have been used to develop F-based reference points for WCPO elasmobranch stocks in 

Zhou et al. (2019) and additional methods are explored in the current report. Method 1, based on empirical 

relationships, was applied to all 15 stocks (except Longfin mako shark). Not all stocks have available LHPs 

required by Method 2 (demographic analysis). Borrowing some LHPs from other regions for some stocks 

and making assumptions about the reproductive cycles for several stocks made it possible to apply Method 

2 to all 15 stocks. The mean RPs across the 15 stocks are nearly identical between methods 1 and 2: 0.06 vs 

0.07 for Fmsy, and 0.10 vs 0.10 for Flim, respectively. However, the estimated RP values for individual stock 

can be different between the two methods and their correlation is low. The empirical method is less likely 

to yield extreme estimates than the Euler-Lotka equation.  

Method 3, based on intrinsic population growth rate from the literature, was applied to 10 stocks. The 

results from this method are similar to Method 2. The correlation between Methods 2 and 3 (corr = 0.85) is 

much higher than the correlation between Methods 1 and 2 (corr = 0.43) or between Methods 1 and 3 (corr 

= 0.67). This is likely because r from literature is often also derived from demographic analysis.    

It is difficult to conclude which method is the best across all species. Besides, the effect of alternative 

methods, available LHPs and their quality, have a marked impact on the quality of the estimated reference 

points. The combined reference points cFmsy and cFlim from multiple methods can reduce potential bias 

introduced by using a single method and are deemed more reliable for most stocks (Brodziak et al., 2009; 

Moe, 2015). Therefore, the joint RPs should be adopted for managing WCPO data-poor elasmobranchs.  

There are a range of knowledge and data gaps in defining LRPs for WCPO elasmobranchs. For the risk-based 

approach alone, the first drawback is the lack of LHPs required by alternative methods. Reproductive cycle 

and annual fecundity (litter size) are unknown for several stocks. Gear selectivity is available for only three 

stocks. Longfin mako shark has no life-history parameters available except length at birth, length at 

maturity, and litter size. For those stocks that have LHPs available in the literature, uncertainty around the 
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LHPs can be considerable. Zhou et al. (2019) discussed these issues and their effect on the estimated 

reference points. In particular, maximum age may have been underestimated for most stocks for the 

following reasons: (i) tmax is either observed or estimated from a population that has been fished for many 

years; (ii) old fish are rare and difficult to capture; (iii) the common method of ageing sharks and rays can 

substantially underestimate true age (Francis et al., 2007; Hamady et al., 2014; Harry, 2018). Uncertain 

LHPs can lead to inaccurate or biased reference points.  

Selectivity is a crucial variable for all methods. To be valid, for methods based on empirical relationships 

between Fmsy and LHPs (Method 1) and SPRmsy and LHPs (new method), selectivity should not be markedly 

different between the fisheries used to build the models and the sub-fisheries in the WCPO that impact on 

the elasmobranch stocks. Selectivity should be estimated for all elasmobranchs in the WCPFC jurisdiction. If 

selectivity cannot be modelled, a knife-edge size (or age) of entry to the fishery may be determined by 

length samples of the observed catch. 

Zhou et al. (2019) did not recommend SPR-based reference points because at that time there was no 

method for estimating stock-specific SPRmsy so a generic constant of 40% or 60% SPR was adopted for all 

stocks. The new development has enabled estimation of stock-specific SPRmsy from LHPs. The new study 

affirms that SPRmsy indeed varies among stocks and even F60%SPR can be too risky for most WCPO 

elasmobranchs. Although SPR-based reference points can now be estimated for each stock, this approach 

requires more information and assumptions, and hence is more prone to bias than the other three 

methods. It is recommended not to use SPR-based RPs but to adopt the combined reference points from 

the other three methods. It is worth pointing out again that although SPR refers to spawning biomass, this 

biomass is not the biomass of the population but a relative value, in terms of “per recruit”. Any arbitrarily 

number, such as 1 or 1000 fish, can be used as the initial population size to derive SPR. Applying a fixed 

SPR-based reference point with a constant percentage such as F40%SPR to all stocks is inappropriate because 

it does not take stock productivity into account.  

Until now, limit reference points have not been agreed on for pelagic sharks in the Pacific Ocean. In the full 

stock assessment of the four elasmobranch stocks, reference points are reported in relation to MSY. 

Achieving MSY is the objective for managing target species stipulated in the Convention on the 

Conservation and Management of Highly Migratory Fish Stocks in the Western and Central Pacific Ocean 

(CCMWCPO). In this project, the WCPFC specifically seeks appropriate limit reference points for non-target 

WCPO elasmobranchs. Non-target species in the WCPFC do not have a target reference point. To ensure 

management constancy between target and non-target stocks, Flim, ideally calculated from multiple 

methods as cFlim, is recommended as the F-based limit reference point for pelagic elasmobranchs. This 

reference point corresponds to Blim that is 25% of vulnerable virgin biomass B0 and is closer to 20%SBunfished.  

If the stock is depleted to Blim, rebuilding to Bmsy could take about 9 years on average for the 15 stocks we 

examined in the report when there is no fishing (ranges from 4 year for the North Pacific Blue shark to 25 

years for Bigeye thresher shark). 

During the 16th Regular Session of the Scientific Committee meeting in August 2020, some members 

suggested that MSY-based reference points should be considered as candidate reference points a priori to 

be consistent with the Convention text “ensure that such measures are based on the best scientific evidence 

available and are designed to maintain or restore stocks at levels capable of producing maximum 

sustainable yield”. The LRP recommended in this report also caused concern that, with stocks below this 

level, there are risks of increasing variability in recruitment and reductions in average fish size (and value) 

resulting in undesirable economic and social impacts. As stated in section 2.2 (Identifying appropriate limit 

reference points), LRPs concern the risk to the stock’s sustainability rather than fishery’s profitability and 

are set primarily on biological grounds rather than on economic and social grounds. For protected and 

bycatch species that have no commercial value, the ideal reference point is zero fishing mortality, if 

ecological interactions (e.g. predation on target species and maintenance of ecosystem structure) are not 
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urgent factors in management decisions (Garcia et al., 2012). However, setting a higher biomass LRP or a 

lower fishing mortality LRP for bycatch species may have undesirable consequences on allowable catch 

level of target species when the bycatch species becomes a choke species. Balancing the risk and benefit 

between target and non-target species is not only a science question but a social choice. The Commission 

should provide clear guidelines on management objectives including acceptable levels for the ecological 

effects of fishing. Members are encouraged to discuss recommended LRPs in this report and reach an 

agreement on the acceptable LRP level. 

There was a suggestion in the SC16 that an agreement is needed on the metrics used to describe the stock 

status. It was recommended using SB/SBF=0 or SB/SB0 as metrics to describe stock depletion resulting from 

data rich assessments. We agree that reference points based on spawning biomass is a sensible choice and 

can be used for stocks assessed using age-structured models. However, for stocks with limited data, the 

concept based on biomass dynamics models (as used in this report) is preferred. Here, the modelled 

biomass is vulnerable biomass rather than spawning biomass. Simply using vulnerable biomass eases the 

estimation of total biomass and fishing mortality rate because any fish captured in fisheries is vulnerable to 

the fishing gear but that fish may be or may not be mature. This advantage is particularly helpful for data-

limited stocks that are assessed by risk-based methods. Vulnerable biomass is greater than spawning 

biomass when fishing causes mortality to immature fish, which is often the case for WCPO elasmobranchs. 

As such, if the LRP is defined as 0.2SBF=0, B/BF=0 should be greater than 0.2. Our recommended Blim = 0.25B0 

manifests this point. 

Not to include Fcrash as a potential LRP was a concern to some member countries. We iterate that Fcrash is not 

a sensible reference point for management of any marine species, unless the objective is to eradicate that 

species (e.g., invasive species in some freshwater systems). To prevent severely depleting the population, 

fishing mortality must be lower than Fcrash, e.g., Flim = 0.75Fcrash. 

Some members suggested that when useful data on the catch are available, the use of empirical reference 

points such as CPUE (e.g. x% CPUE from some reference period) would be useful to consider as an interim 

LRP. Empirical reference points were discussed in Zhou et al. (2019) but that section was not included in the 

current report. We envision that empirical reference points could be potentially defined for some stocks 

with sufficient and reliable CPUE data and could be investigated on the stock by stock basis. The drawback 

of empirical reference points is their inability to link to stock status, either in terms of biomass or fishing 

mortality. The stock status in the reference period is unknown; stakeholders may have difficulties to agree 

on what period should be defined as reference period and what level of x% should be adopted, let alone 

the inaccuracy of CPUE time series and challenges in estimating increases in fishing power. Nevertheless, it 

would be useful for an analysis to be undertaken investigating the possibility of CPUE or other empirical 

reference points for elasmobranchs. 

The analysis and discussion so far deal with individual stock independently without taking ecological 

interactions into account. Because most elasmobranchs are typically high trophic level predators, the 

abundances of their prey species may have declined due to fishing, which may have already led to a 

proportional decline of these elasmobranchs from their unfished population size. In addition to this 

bottom-up effect, any additional fishing mortality on predators will further reduce their biomass. Hence, 

accepting F = Flim will eventually drive population lower than true Blim for predatory sharks when there was 

no fishing in the WCPO ecosystem. If the stakeholders regard ecological sustainability as essential, adopting 

a more conservative benchmark (i.e. lower F) such as Fmsy for elasmobranchs would be more defensable 

than Flim. 

We generally support the earlier recommendations from Zhou et al. (2019). In summary, we rephrase the 

following recommendations: 
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(1) Adopt Blim = 0.25B0 and corresponding Flim = 1.5Fmsy as LRPs for WCPO elasmobranchs. Similar metrics 

apply to both stocks assessed by integrated stock assessments and risk-based assessment. For the 

former, reference points estimated in the same stock-assessment should be adopted. For stocks using 

risk-based assessment the combined LRP (cFlim) derived from multiple methods should be used as 

interim LRPs and the estimates should be reviewed and updated in three to five years when new 

methods or additional data become available. 

(2) If the Commission regards that species interactions and ecological sustainability are essential elements 

in fisheries management, a relative lower fishing mortality benchmark such as Fmsy should be 

considered as LRP for predatory elasmobranchs. 

(3) If spawning potential ratio approach is used, calculate the appropriate percentage for each stock. Do 

not use a constant percentage of SPR such as F60%SPR as a reference point for all stocks. 

(4) The risk-based ERA approach not only provides methods for estimating reference points but also for 

estimating fishing mortality rate. Fishing mortality is derived from the spatial overlap between fishing 

effort and species distribution. Such area-based methods have been developed and applied to three 

WCPO elasmobranchs. This type of tools can be flexibly modified to suit the available data and are 

recommended for other data-poor elasmobranch stocks.  

(5) It is important to continue research to provide or improve estimates of life-history parameters. A meta-

analysis could be considered to integrate studies on growth, maturity, and other LHPs from sampling 

across the whole population in the WCPO.  

(6) Selectivity should be estimated for all elasmobranchs in the WCPFC jurisdiction. If selectivity cannot be 

modelled, a knife-edge size of entry may be determined by length samples of the observed catch.  
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Table 1. WCPFC key elasmobranchs species reviewed by the Pacific Shark Life History Expert Panel Workshop (2015, 

WCPFC-SC11-2015/EB-IP-13) 

ID Stock Code Assess yr Method RPs on Fmsy Ref 

1 Blue shark–North 
Pacific 

BSH-N 2017 SS3 0.35 

(0.26-0.66) 

(Shark 
Working 
Group, 2017) 

2 Blue shark–South 
Pacific 

BSH-S 2016 Multifan-CL Results 
inconclusive 

(Takeuchi et 
al., 2016) 

3 Shortfin mako 
North Pacific 

SMA-N 2018 SS3.24U 1-SPRmsy = 0.26 (ISC Shark 
Working 
Group, 2018) 

4 Shortfin mako 
(South Pacific 

SMA-S  Unassessed   

5 Longfin mako LMA  Unassessed   

6 Silky shark 
(WCPO) 

FAL 2018 SS3.24Z 0.031 (Clarke et al., 
2018) 

7 Oceanic whitetip 
(WCPO) 

OWT/OCS 2019 SS3.30 0.06 

 

(Tremblay-
Boyer et al., 
2019) 

8 Bigeye thresher 
(Pacific) 

BTH 2017 Quantitative 
ERA 

Based on LHPs (Fu et al., 
2018) 

9 Pelagic thresher 
shark 

PTH  Unassessed   

10 Common thresher 
shark 

ALV  Unassessed   

11 Porbeagle shark 
(Southern 
hemisphere) 

POR 2017 Quantitative 
ERA 

Based on LHPs (Hoyle et al., 
2017) 

12 Smooth 
hammerhead 

SPZ  Unassessed   

13 Scalloped 
hammerhead 

SPL  Unassessed   

14 Great 
hammerhead 

SPK  Unassessed   

15 Winghead EUB  Unassessed   

16 Whale shark 
(Pacific) 

RHN 2018 Quantitative 
ERA 

Based on LHPs (Neubauer et 
al., 2018) 

Note: (1) ERA is ecological risk assessment; (2) Unassessed stocks are those elasmobranchs that have no stock 
assessment or quantitative ERA so their stock size and fishing mortality status are unknown.  
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Table 2. Summary of two reference points (cFmsy and cFlim) from three methods for the 15 elasmobranch stocks in 

the WCPO. L10% and H90% represent the lower and upper bounds of the 80% confidence intervals. Stocks in green, 

yellow, or red are roughly regarded as high productive, medium productive and low productive species 

      cFmsy         cFlim     

ID Stock Mean sd L10% H90%  Mean sd L10% H90% 

1 BSH-N 0.14 0.08 0.05 0.25   0.21 0.11 0.08 0.37 

2 BSH-S 0.13 0.05 0.06 0.17   0.19 0.07 0.09 0.26 

15 EUB 0.09 0.04 0.05 0.14   0.14 0.06 0.07 0.22 

7 OCS 0.08 0.05 0.03 0.16   0.12 0.07 0.05 0.24 

14 SPK 0.07 0.03 0.04 0.11   0.11 0.05 0.06 0.17 

16 RHN 0.07 0.04 0.02 0.13   0.11 0.06 0.03 0.19 

10 ALV 0.07 0.03 0.04 0.11   0.10 0.05 0.06 0.16 

6 FAL 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.10   0.09 0.05 0.04 0.15 

13 SPL 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.08   0.07 0.03 0.03 0.12 

12 SPZ 0.05 0.04 0.00 0.10   0.07 0.06 0.00 0.14 

11 POR 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.07   0.06 0.04 0.01 0.11 

3 SMA-N 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.07   0.06 0.04 0.01 0.11 

9 PTH 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.08   0.06 0.04 0.01 0.12 

4 SMA-S 0.03 0.04 0.00 0.07   0.05 0.05 0.00 0.11 

8 BTH 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.08   0.04 0.06 0.00 0.12 

 Mean 0.07 0.04 0.02 0.11  0.10 0.06 0.04 0.17 

 

 

Table 3. Predicted spawning potential ratio at MSY (SPRmsy) from life-history parameters for the 15 elasmobranchs 

in the Western and Central Pacific. L10% and H90% represent the lower and upper bounds of the 80% confidence 

intervals 

ID Stock mean sd cv median L10% H90% 

1 BSH_North 0.671 0.136 0.202 0.671 0.501 0.845 

2 BSH_South 0.694 0.134 0.193 0.694 0.523 0.868 

3 SMA_North 0.740 0.192 0.260 0.753 0.483 1.000 

4 SMA_South 0.846 0.167 0.197 0.888 0.613 1.000 

6 FAL 0.535 0.186 0.347 0.545 0.299 0.763 

7 OCS 0.595 0.152 0.256 0.598 0.405 0.785 

8 BTH 0.836 0.155 0.185 0.862 0.627 1.000 

9 PTH 0.701 0.160 0.229 0.707 0.498 0.909 

10 ALV 0.717 0.156 0.218 0.722 0.517 0.922 

11 POR 0.698 0.177 0.254 0.710 0.480 0.921 

12 SPZ 0.908 0.128 0.141 0.980 0.720 1.000 

13 SPL 0.736 0.149 0.202 0.742 0.542 0.933 

14 SPK 0.640 0.155 0.243 0.646 0.448 0.829 

15 EUB 0.620 0.120 0.194 0.620 0.467 0.773 

16 RHN 0.881 0.229 0.260 1.000 0.558 1.000 

Mean  0.721 0.160 0.225 0.743 0.512 0.903 
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Table 4. Fmsy converted from SPRmsy for the 15 elasmobranchs in the Western and Central Pacific. L10% and H90% 

represent the lower and upper bounds of the 80% confidence intervals 

ID Stock mean sd cv median L10% H90% 

1 BSH_North 0.128 0.097 0.762 0.107 0.044 0.231 

2 BSH_South 0.121 0.088 0.734 0.103 0.037 0.219 

3 SMA_North 0.061 0.087 1.420 0.043 0.000 0.125 

4 SMA_South 0.081 0.124 1.524 0.044 0.000 0.201 

6 FAL 0.153 0.162 1.053 0.110 0.048 0.271 

7 OCS 0.106 0.086 0.812 0.088 0.041 0.179 

8 BTH 0.087 0.112 1.292 0.058 0.000 0.205 

9 PTH 0.098 0.098 1.000 0.079 0.020 0.185 

10 ALV 0.094 0.087 0.927 0.077 0.018 0.178 

11 POR 0.064 0.105 1.649 0.044 0.011 0.108 

12 SPZ 0.200 0.296 1.481 0.028 0.000 0.689 

13 SPL 0.071 0.064 0.901 0.059 0.014 0.136 

14 SPK 0.081 0.077 0.946 0.066 0.025 0.144 

15 EUB 0.189 0.118 0.624 0.163 0.084 0.317 

16 RHN 0.031 0.146 4.789 0.000 0.000 0.034 

 Mean 0.104 0.117 1.328 0.071 0.023 0.215 
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Figure 1. Comparison of reference point Fmsy from combined three methods and converted from SPRmsy (median) for 

the 15 elasmobranch stocks. The red triangles are Fmsy estimated by Stock Synthesis (with stock code and 

assessment year)
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